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ABSTRACT
We investigate the dependence of the local space density of spiral galaxies on luminosity, scale size,

and surface brightness. We derive bivariate space density distributions in these quantities from a sample
of about 1000 Sb-Sdm spiral galaxies, corrected for selection e†ects in luminosity and surface brightness.
The structural parameters of the galaxies were corrected for internal extinction using a description
depending on galaxy surface brightness. We Ðnd that the bivariate space density distribution of spiral
galaxies in the (luminosity, scale size)-plane is well described by a Schechter luminosity function in the
luminosity dimension and a log-normal scale-size distribution at a given luminosity. This param-
eterization of the scale-size distribution was motivated by a simple model for the formation of disks
within dark matter halos, with halos acquiring their angular momenta through tidal torques from neigh-
boring objects and the disk speciÐc angular momentum being proportional to that of the parent halo.
However, the fractional width of the scale-size distribution at a given luminosity is narrower than what
one would expect from using the distribution of angular momenta of halos measured in N-body simula-
tions of hierarchical clustering. We present several possible explanations for the narrowness of the
observed distribution. Using our bivariate distribution, we Ðnd that determinations of the local lumi-
nosity function of spiral galaxies should not be strongly a†ected by the bias against low surface bright-
ness galaxies, even when the galaxies are selected from photographic plates. This may not be true for
studies at high redshift, where (1 ] z)4 surface brightness dimming would cause a signiÐcant selection
bias against lower surface brightness galaxies, if the galaxy population did not evolve with redshift.
Subject headings : galaxies : formation È galaxies : fundamental parameters È

galaxies : luminosity function, mass function È galaxies : statistics È galaxies : structure

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, many papers have been devoted
to the measurement of the luminosity function (LF) of gal-
axies, of their distribution of central surface brightnesses,
and, to a lesser extent, of their distribution of scale sizes.
The observational determinations of these three types of
distribution cannot in practice be separated, because of the
limitations of the surveys on which the investigations are
based. Any galaxy LF is only valid to the surface brightness
limit of the survey from which it is derived, while any dis-
tribution of surface brightnesses is valid only over some
range in luminosity or scale size, depending on the survey
limits in apparent magnitude and/or angular size. In this
paper we address this problem directly, by investigating the
bivariate distribution functions of spiral galaxies in com-
binations of luminosity, surface brightness, and scale size.
Knowledge of any two of these quantities then suffices to
determine the third.

Bivariate distribution functions have two important
applications. First of all, bivariate distribution functions are
the only proper way to compare samples with di†erent
selection criteria, especially when comparing samples at dif-
ferent redshifts. For instance, comparing LFs determined
from samples with similar magnitude limits but di†erent
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lower surface brightness limits will result in discrepancies in
the magnitude range where the contribution from low
surface brightness galaxies is signiÐcant. Secondly, bivariate
distribution functions provide excellent tests for galaxy for-
mation and evolution theories. Any complete galaxy forma-
tion theory should be able to explain the distribution
functions of galaxy structural parameters. Obviously, the
two-dimensional distribution functions provide more con-
straints on formation theories than the separate one-
dimensional distributions of surface brightness, scale size,
and luminosity obtained by integrating over the other
quantity in the bivariate distribution.

As already mentioned, every optically-selected galaxy
sample always has limits in surface brightness in addition to
its limits in apparent luminosity and/or angular diameter.
The detection volume (or visibility) for a particular type of
galaxy in a such a survey is then at least a two-parameter
function, e.g., of luminosity and scale size, and depends
strongly on these parameters, resulting in strong biases
against low surface brightness (LSB) and small scale-size
galaxies (Disney & Phillipps 1983 ; Allen & Shu 1979 ;
McGaugh, Bothun, & Schombert 1995). Since the determi-
nation of the space density of galaxies from a survey
depends on knowing the detection volumes, the only com-
plete description of the galaxy space density that can be
obtained observationally is a bivariate distribution function
that includes two of the three parameters of surface bright-
ness, scale size, and luminosity. To study the bivariate dis-
tribution of Ðeld spiral galaxies, it is straightforward to
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show that one has to obtain surface photometry and dis-
tances of at least 500È1000 galaxies, in order to avoid prob-
lems with small number statistics near the selection
boundaries (de Jong & Lacey 1999).

Because of the large number of galaxies needed with both
redshifts and good surface photometry, determinations of
bivariate distribution functions of spiral galaxies as func-
tions of structural parameters have been relatively rare.
Some notable exceptions are Phillipps & Disney (1986),
who presented a (magnitude, surface brightness)-distribu-
tion of Virgo spiral galaxies using RC2 data, van der Kruit
(1987), who used a diameter-limited sample of 51 galaxies to
construct a crude (surface brightness, scale length)-distribu-
tion, and & Lahav (1993) who created a (magnitude,Sodrè
diameter)-diagram from the ESO-LV catalog. More recent-
ly Lilly et al. (1998) used the CFRS redshift survey to derive
the bivariate function in the (magnitude, scale size)-plane,
and made a Ðrst attempt at studying its redshift evolution.
Finally, Driver (1999) used a volume-limited selection of
galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field (Williams et al. 1996) to
probe the really low surface brightness regime of the
bivariate distribution function. The results of nearly all of
these studies su†ered from small number statistics, and very
few Ðrm physical conclusions could be drawn.

Theoretical predictions for the sizes of galaxy disks in the
hierarchical clustering picture of galaxy formation began
with the classic paper by Fall & Efstathiou (1980). They
considered the formation of a disk by the collapse of gas
within a gravitationally dominant dark matter (DM) halo.
They showed how the radius of the disk is related to that of
the halo, on the assumption that the gas starts o† with the
same speciÐc angular momentum as the dark matter, and
conserves its angular momentum during the collapse. Thus
in this picture, the disk radius depends on the amount of
angular momentum that the halo acquires prior to collapse
through the action of tidal torques from neighboring
objects. This model naturally leads to typical disk sizes
similar to those observed for bright spiral galaxies. Many
authors have subsequently made calculations of disk sizes
within the same basic framework (see, e.g., van der Kruit
1987 ; Mo, Moa, & White 1998 ; van den Bosch 1998), and
Dalcanton, Spergel, & Summers 1997b combined this
model with a Schechter (1976) luminosity function for gal-
axies to predict the bivariate distribution of surface bright-
ness and scale length for disks. We will parameterize our
observed bivariate distribution function for disks in a way
that is motivated by this same simple model.

More recently, predictions for galaxy properties in hierar-
chical clustering models have been developed much further
using the technique of semianalytic modeling (Cole et al.
1994, 2000 ; Kau†mann, White, & Guiderdoni 1993 ; Somer-
ville & Primack 1999). The semianalytic models include
much more of the physics of galaxy formation, including the
merging histories of DM halos, gas cooling and collapse
within halos, star formation from cold gas, feedback from
supernovae, and the luminosity evolution of stellar popu-
lations. In this paper we will compare the observed
bivariate distribution function with the most recent semi-
analytic model predictions from Cole et al. (2000).

This paper is organized as follows. In ° 2 we describe how
one can correct a sample of objects for distance dependent
selection e†ects. In ° 3 we describe the sample we have used
for this investigation and how we determine physical quan-
tities from the observations. In ° 4 we determine the

bivariate distributions of space density and luminosity
density for the local universe. We propose a model for the
bivariate distribution functions based on the hierarchical
galaxy formation scenario and Ðt this model to the data in
° 5. Finally, we discuss the results in ° 6 and summarize our
conclusions in ° 7.

2. VISIBILITY CORRECTION

The use of selection criteria to deÐne a sample of objects
often introduces selection biases, even in so called
““ complete samples ÏÏ, i.e., samples that are complete accord-
ing to their selection criteria. Malmquist (1920) was one of
the Ðrst to quantify the bias in the determination of the
average absolute magnitude of a stellar sample due to the
real spread in luminosity combined with the distance-
dependent selection limit that results from applying a cuto†
in apparent magnitude. The uncertainty in the measurement
of the selection magnitude introduces another bias near the
selection limit, which can be described in the same way as
MalmquistÏs original bias if the uncertainties have a Gauss-
ian error distribution. Both of these e†ects (which are math-
ematically similar in case of Gaussian luminosity and error
distributions, but have completely di†erent origins) have
been called Malmquist bias by di†erent authors. To make
matters even more confusing, the biases in distance mea-
surements resulting from the use of samples su†ering from
these e†ects have also been called Malmquist bias.

In this section we describe how to correct a sample for
distance-dependent biases and for biases resulting from
uncertainties in the selection parameters. We pay particular
attention to the case where the sample has been selected on
angular diameters.

2.1. Volume Correction
Our aim is to determine the average space density of

galaxies with certain properties in the local universe. Most
Ðeld galaxy samples are not based on distance- or volume-
limited surveys but are limited by some quantity more
readily available observationally, such as apparent magni-
tude or angular diameter. Not all galaxies have the same
luminosity or physical diameter, and therefore they can be
seen to di†erent distances before dropping out due to the
selection limits. The volume within which a galaxy can be
seen and will be included in the sample goes as the(Vmax)distance limit cubed, which results in galaxy samples being
dominated by intrinsically bright and/or large galaxies,
because these have the largest visibility volume (Disney &
Phillipps 1983 ; McGaugh et al. 1995).

In this paper we use one of the simplest methods avail-
able for correcting for selection e†ects, the correctionVmaxmethod (Schmidt 1968). Each galaxy is given a weight equal
to the inverse of its maximum visibility volume set by the
selection limits (a formal derivation can be found in Felten
1976). For a low-redshift sample with upper and(Dmax)lower limits on the major axis angular diameter, this(Dmin)leads to

Vmax \ )
f

4n
3

d3
CADmaj

Dmax

B3[
ADmaj
Dmin

B3D
, (1)

with the fraction of the sky used to select the galaxies, d)
fthe distance to the galaxy, and the major axis angularDmajdiameter of the galaxy. Other limits, like redshift or magni-

tude limits, that would limit can trivially be taken intoVmaxaccount as well. For higher redshift samples we have to take
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cosmological corrections into account. We deÐne the
bivariate density distribution /(x, y) in parameters x and y
such that /(x, y) dx dy is the number density of galaxies in
the interval (x, y),(x ] dx, y ] dy). For a sample of N gal-
axies which is complete to within the selection limits, we can
now deÐne an estimator of this quantity as follows :

/(x, y)B
1

*x*y
;
i

N di

V maxi
, (2)

where i is summed over all galaxies, and di\ 1 if the (x
i
,y

i
)

parameters of galaxy i are in the bin range (x ^ *x/2,
y ^ *y/2), and 0 otherwise.

The correction method assumes a uniform distribu-Vmaxtion of galaxies in space, and is not unbiased against density
Ñuctuations. To give unbiased results, objects with the smal-
lest in the sample should be visible on scales largerVmaxthan the largest scale structure. Currently, such samples do
not exist. Other methods exist that take density Ñuctuations
into account (for reviews see, e.g., Efstathiou, Ellis, & Peter-
son 1988 ; Willmer 1997). These methods assume a direct
relation between the distribution parameter and the selec-
tion parameter. This is not the case in the current investiga-
tion (selection on B-band diameters versus distributions of
I-band magnitudes, surface brightnesses and scale sizes).

The corrections of equations (1) and (2) are validVmaxonly if similar galaxies have their angular diameters mea-
sured at the same physical diameter, independent of dis-
tance (see the discussion in de Jong 1996b). It is not
important if a particular class of galaxies has their diam-
eters measured at an intrinsically larger physical diameter
compared to other classes (for instance, at a lower surface
brightness). This class of galaxies will be overrepresented in
the sample, but on average will have a larger distance, so
that the e†ects exactly cancel out in the estimator (2), as
they are designed to do. In a similar fashion to de Jong &
van der Kruit (1994), we determined that the ratio of eye-
estimated to isophotal diameters was independent of diam-
eter, and we therefore conclude that most likely the
diameters of all similar galaxies were measured at the same
physical (linear) diameter.

The uncertainty in the /(x, y) estimator of equation (2) is
in general dominated by Poisson statistics : what is the
uncertainty on the mean number of galaxies in a bin, if N
are detected? It is easy to show that at least 500 galaxies
with accurate photometry and distances are needed to
determine a bivariate distribution function of structural pa-
rameters (de Jong & Lacey 1999). Only if we have many
galaxies in a bin is the error in /(x, y) no longer dominated
by Poisson statistics, but becomes dominated by the uncer-
tainty in The uncertainty in in equation (1) arisesVmax. Vmaxfrom galaxy distance uncertainties and diameter uncer-
tainties. The distance uncertainty of each galaxy con-(p

d
i )

tributes a component to the£
i
N [(p

d
i /di)(3di/V maxi )]2

variance in the determination of /(x, y). The diameter
uncertainties add a to(p

Dmaj
i ) £

i
N [(p

Dmaj
i /Dmaji )(3di/V maxi )]2

the variance, but are on top of that directly related to the
selection of the sample, and are further discussed in the next
section.

2.2. Selection Uncertainty Correction
The parameters used to select the galaxy sample can only

be determined with Ðnite accuracy. The selection parame-
ters have to be distance-dependent for corrections toVmaxbe used, leading to what often is called the Malmquist edge

bias. Assuming a symmetric error distribution on the selec-
tion parameters (e.g., diameter or magnitude), objects at the
selection limit have an equal probability of being scattered
into the sample as being scattered out of the sample.
Because there are more small and faint than large and
bright objects on the sky (due to the e†ect described in the
previous paragraph), on average more objects are scattered
into the sample than out of the sample, and we will overesti-
mate the number of objects in our search volume.

Once we have determined the probability distribution of
the error in the selection parameters [P(x)], we can correct
the method for this edge bias. We might try to correctVmaxfor the bias by taking the average weighted with the1/Vmaxerror distribution of the selection parameters within the
selection limits. Unfortunately, this procedure would result
in an overcorrection. An object at the selection limit would
count for only half (with the other half being outside the
selection limits assuming a symmetrical error distribution),
but an object just outside the selection limit with a large
fraction of its probability function within the limits would
not be included at all. To remedy this e†ect, we take a
virtual selection limit tp away from the original selection
limit and now include the objects between the virtual and
original selection limits with appropriate (low) weight.

We demonstrate this for the case of diameter selection
with the use of Fig. 1, where we plot three galaxies of di†er-
ent observed diameters Galaxy A has an observedDmaj.diameter just below the selection limit (indicated byDminthe vertical dashed line), galaxy B is at the selection limit
and galaxy C has an observed diameter slightly larger than
the selection limit. Each galaxy has an associated probabil-
ity distribution of true diameter indicated by theDtrue,Gaussian distributions. We can calculate a corrected 1/ Vmaxfor each galaxy using equation (1), averaged over the range
of true diameters for each galaxy, weighted appropriately

FIG. 1.ÈObserved diameters vs. the probability distributions of true
diameters for three galaxies. The solid diagonal line is the line of equality,
and the dashed and dotted lines indicate di†erent minimum diameter selec-
tion limits in observed and true angular diameters. For detailed explana-
tion see text.
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for the true diameter probability. If we take the true diam-
eter cuto† the same as the observed diameter cuto†
(indicated by the horizontal dashed line), than galaxy B is
only counted for half a galaxy, galaxy C is counted almost
completely, and galaxy A is counted for a small but signiÐ-
cant fraction (dark and light shaded regions). We now have
the situation where galaxy A should have been included,
because a signiÐcant part of its true diameter distribution is
larger than the true diameter selection limit, but the galaxy
is in fact not included in the sample at all because its
observed diameter is below the selection limit. This attempt
to correct for the edge bias is therefore wrong, as we are not
counting galaxies that should have been included. But by
shifting the virtual true diameter selection limit upward
(indicated by the dotted line) and calculating the valuesVmaxfrom equation (1) with this shifted diameter limit, we only
have to weight the galaxies for the dark shaded regions.
Galaxy A has now a negligible fraction of true diameters
above the true diameter selection limit, which is good
because it was not in the sample to begin with. Other gal-
axies just above the selection limit get little weight, but have
the appropriate corrected 1/ values.VmaxIn our example of a complete sample selected with upper
and lower angular diameter cuto†s and we getDmax Dmin,for the corrected 1/ use in equation (2)Vmaxto

1/V maxcor \ /
Dmin`tpDmax~tp P(D oDmaj)/Vmax(D) dD

/~== P(D oDmaj) dD
, (3)

where denotes the probability of the true angularP(D oDmaj)diameter of a galaxy being D at a given observed angular
diameter and is to be evaluated using equa-Dmaj, Vmax(D)
tion (1) with replaced by and replacedDmin Dmin] tp Dmaxby We should try to make tp as large as possible,Dmax [ tp.
so that P(D^ tp oD) is small, and the probability of a galaxy
apparently being outside the selection limits but in reality
belonging inside is small. Unfortunately, we cannot make tp
too large, as then very few galaxies will remain with signiÐ-
cant weights.

3. SAMPLE SELECTION AND DATA

We have used the galaxy sample described by Matthew-
son, Ford, & Buchhorn (1992) and Matthewson & Ford
(1996, MFB sample hereafter) as the starting point for our
sample selection. The MFB data were obtained mainly to
study peculiar motions using the Tully-Fisher (1977) rela-
tion. The MFB sample is nearly ideal for the kind of study
we want to perform. With more than a thousand Ðeld gal-
axies it is large enough not to run immediately into small
number statistics near the low surface brightness and/or
small scale-size selection borders. Matthewson et al. col-
lected for most objects the CCD surface photometry and
redshifts required for our statistical study. The main draw-
back of the sample is its selection, as the sample was deÐned
as a subsample of the ESO-Uppsala Catalog of Galaxies
(Lauberts 1982), which is a catalog selected by eye from
photographic plates. Unfortunately, nothing better exists at
the moment, and it remains to be seen whether automated
surveys like Sloan, DENIS and 2MASS will go deep
enough to detect LSB galaxies. These surveys should
however discover and quantify the number of galaxies with
small scale sizes.

The MFB sample is not entirely complete, as some selec-
ted galaxies had to be excluded because of too-bright fore-

ground stars, too disturbed morphologies to obtain reliable
surface brightness proÐles or inability to obtain redshifts.
As incompleteness is an issue in our analysis, we went back
to ESO-Uppsala catalog and reselected galaxies using selec-
tion criteria close to the MFB sample criteria. Our criteria
are : ESO-Uppsala diameter galactic1@.65 ¹ Dmaj¹ 5@.05,
latitude o b o[ 11¡, morphological type 3 ¹ T ¹ 8 and
minor-over-major axis ratio 0.209 \Dmin/Dmaj \ 0.776.
This last criterion is di†erent from MFB, excluding the
edge-on galaxies for which extinction corrections are large
and uncertain. These selection criteria resulted in a sample
of 1007 galaxies, with a subsample of 818 galaxies (81.2%)
for which we have both MFB surface photometry and red-
shifts (some redshifts were obtained from the NED and
LEDA databases).

A (Schmidt 1968 ; see also de Jong 1996b)V /Vmax-testcorrected for Malmquist edge bias showed that the sample
has an average of 0.507 ^ 0.010 and is thereforeV /Vmaxstatistically complete. A slight incompleteness for high
surface brightness galaxies for(SV /VmaxT \ 0.454 ^ 0.021
galaxies with arcsec~2) was detected. Thisk0\ 19I-mag
means we have either too many high surface brightness
galaxies nearby or too few at large distance. We could Ðnd
no obvious reason why this might be the case. For the lower
surface brightness bins the indicated statistical com-V /Vmaxpleteness.

Accurate distances are essential to calculate the cor-Vmaxrections. Applying blind Hubble Ñow distances would intro-
duce large errors for many of the smallest, nearby galaxies.
Luckily, because the MFB sample data were obtained to
measure peculiar motions, many of our galaxies have Tully-
Fisher distances (Tully & Fisher 1977). For the 706 galaxies
in our sample also included in the Mark III catalog (Willick
et al. 1997) we used group velocities for groups with recess-
ion velocities larger than 2000 km s~1, otherwise the Mark
III Malmquist bias corrected velocities. For galaxies not
included in the Mark III catalog, we used their heliocentric
velocity corrected to the Local Group velocity according to
the precepts of Karachentsev & Makarov (1996). All these
velocities were converted to distances using a Hubble con-
stant of 65 km s~1 Mpc~1. When calculating the cor-Vmaxrections, we assume a 15% distance error for the galaxies
with Mark III velocities and a 250 km s~1 peculiar velocity
uncertainty for the remaining galaxies (1 p uncertainties).

Twenty percent of the galaxies have velocities of less than
2000 km s~1 and about another 20% have velocities
exceeding 5000 km s~1. For the brightest galaxies we there-
fore sample large enough scales not to be inÑuenced by
large-scale density Ñuctuations, but for smaller galaxies this
may not be the case. However, because indi-V /Vmax-testscated completeness and homogeneity of the sample inde-
pendent of surface brightness and scale size, we are not
overly concerned by this.

We calculated the characteristic global structural param-
eters of the galaxies from the radial I-band luminosity pro-
Ðles. MFB calculated luminosity proÐles by determining the
average surface brightness on elliptical annuli, which had
been Ðtted to the galaxy isophotes. The total luminosity

of the galaxies was calculated by extrapolating the last(M
I
)

few measured points of the proÐles to inÐnity with an expo-
nential luminosity proÐle. This luminosity was used to cal-
culate the e†ective (half total enclosed light) radius The(r

e
).

average surface brightness within the e†ective radiusÈ
which we will call e†ective surface brightness (SkT

e
)
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TABLE 1

INTERNAL EXTINCTION CORRECTIONS

Correction Parameter Equation Used

SkT
e
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SkT

e
] (0.180(SkT

e
[ 24)[ 0.030) log (Dmaj/Dmin)k0i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k0] (0.613(SkT

e
i [ 24)] 2.862) log (Dmaj/Dmin)

log (r
e
i ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . log (r

e
)[ (0.039(SkT

e
i [ 24)] 0.083) log (Dmaj/Dmin)

log (r
e,Di ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . log (r

e,D)] (0.019(SkT
e
i [ 24)] 0.036) log (Dmaj/Dmin)

M
I
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M

I
] (0.197(SkT

e
i [ 24)[ 0.058) log (Dmaj/Dmin)

M
I,Di . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M

I,D ] (0.295(SkT
e
i [ 24)[ 0.488) log (Dmaj/Dmin)

hereafterÈwas calculated using SkT
e
\ M

I
[ 5 log (r

e
)

[ 2.5 log (2n).
In addition to the structural parameters for the galaxy as

a whole, we also use in this paper the structural parameters
for the disk alone. We decomposed the one-dimensional
luminosity proÐles into bulge and disk contributions, using
exponential light proÐles for both disk and bulge (see de
Jong 1996a). This yielded the structural parameters disk
magnitude disk central surface brightness and(M

I,D), (k0)disk e†ective radius which equals 1.679 times the disk(r
e,D),

e-folding scale length. In agreement with de Jong (1996a),
the one-dimensional disk parameters showed good agree-
ment with the disk parameters determined by Byun (1992),
who used a two-dimensional Ðtting method and an R1@4
instead of exponential proÐle for the bulge.

The Galactic foreground extinction corrections were cal-
culated according to the precepts of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, &
Davis (1998). The proper internal extinction correction for

disk galaxies is still heavily in debate. Many di†erent cor-
rections have been proposed, resulting from a large variety
of methods and galaxy samples. Here we use the method of
Byun (1992), also described in detail by Giovanelli et al.
(1995), to correct quantities to face-on values. Using this
method, the parameter for which the extinction correction
has to be determined is Ðrst Ðtted against the inclination
corrected maximum rotation velocity of the disk The(Vrot).residuals on this Ðt are next Ðtted against tolog (Dmin/Dmaj)empirically determine the e†ect of extinction as a function
of inclination relative to face-on. The extra step of Ðtting to
the residuals of the relation reduces the distance depen-Vrotdent selection e†ects as function of inclination.

In contrast to Giovanelli et al. (1995) and Tully et al.
(1998), we divide the extinction measurements into several
surface brightness bins instead of absolute magnitude bins,
as we expect the amount of extinction to be more related to
surface brightness than luminosity. If the amount of dust at

FIG. 2.ÈObserved distribution of e†ective surface brightness vs. e†ective radius, both corrected for extinction to face-on values. The dotted lines show the
maximum indicated distances to which face-on exponential disk galaxies can be observed given the selection criteria of our sample. Di†erent symbols are
used to denote the indicate ranges of ESO-Uppsala morphological T -type.
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FIG. 3.ÈBivariate space density distribution of Sb-Sdm galaxies as a
function of e†ective surface brightness and e†ective radius. The line indi-
cates the 20 Mpc sample selection limit for face-on exponential disks. To
the left of the line we are limited by small number statistics and local
density Ñuctuations.

a given radius in the galaxy is in some way proportional to
the amount of stars at that radius (i.e., local surface
brightness), then for a disk-like conÐguration the relative
extinction as function of inclination will be determined by
surface brightness, independent of scale size and hence mag-
nitude. Even so, because the magnitudes and surface bright-
nesses of galaxies are to some extend correlated, one will
also see a trend between magnitude and extinction. The
equations used for the extinction corrections are listed in
Table 1. We Ðnd that the low surface brightness galaxies in
our sample behave as nearly transparent disks, while high
surface brightness disks behave as having optical depth
larger than one near the center.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the galaxies as a func-
tion of the extinction-corrected values and TheSkT

e
i r

e
i .

FIG. 4.ÈBivariate luminosity density distribution of Sb-Sdm galaxies
as a function of e†ective surface brightness and e†ective radius.

dotted lines illustrate the selection biases for this sample.
The sample should be complete to the indicated distances,
for galaxies above and to the right of the lines, if we assume
purely face-on exponential disks. The lines were calculated
assuming the average surface brightness at is 24.83DmajI-mag arcsec~2, as determined from the data. This diagram
shows clearly the selection biases against low surface bright-
ness and small scale-size galaxies. Only the highest surface
brightness, largest scale-size galaxies can be seen out to 100
Mpc. The galaxies near the 100 Mpc line have a 125 times
larger visibility volume than the galaxies near the 20 Mpc
line, which makes visibility corrections essential to calculate
real space density distributions from the apparent distribu-
tion in the Ðgure.

4. SPACE DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Before we can calculate the true space density of galaxies
using the equations derived in °2, we have to determine the
uncertainty in the diameter selection parameter. To this
end, we obtained 250 B-band images of galaxies in the
ESO-LV catalog (Lauberts & Valentijn 1989), scanned from
the same photographic plates that were used to deÐne the
ESO-Uppsala catalog from which our sample was selected.
One of us (de Jong) went three times through the images,
measuring the diameters with a cursor on a computer
screen. These three sets of diameters were compared to the
ESO-Uppsala diameters and compared to each other. It
was found that the uncertainty in the diameters was more
constant in the absolute than the relative sense in the range
of diameters where we can be reasonably sure that we are
complete The rms error between our(2@.2 ¹Dmaj¹ 4@.2).
measurements was 0.21@, while the rms error between our
diameter measurements and the ESO-Uppsala diameters
was 0.31@. This di†erence results from the di†erence in mea-
surement technique (with eye, magnifying glass and ruler
versus computer screen and cursor). The ESO-Uppsala
diameters were quantiÐed to the nearest 0.1 minute of arc,
while the human brain has a preference for ““ nice ÏÏ numbers.
The diameter distribution of the ESO-Uppsala catalog
shows distinct peaks at 2@, 2.2@, 3@, 3.5@, 4@ and 5@. If we had
remeasured the ESO-Uppsala diameters in exactly the same
way as was done originally, we expect that the rms di†er-
ence between our own and the ESO-Uppsala measurements
would have been lower than determined now, and we there-
fore adopt an uncertainty in the ESO-Uppsala diameters of
0.25@ to be used in equation (3).

To calculate the true space density of galaxies in the
we have to weight each of the galaxies in(SkT

e
, r

e
)-plane,

Figure 2 using the visibility correction equations given in ° 2.
In Figure 3 we show the space density of Sb-Sdm galaxies in
number per Mpc3. The 20 Mpc visibility limit of face-on
galaxies with exponential disks is indicated by the solid line.
To the left of this line we are limited by small number
statistics and local density Ñuctuations, but to the right we
should have a reasonably fair sampling of the local universe.
The limits on the distribution at the high surface brightness
and large scale-size ends are therefore real. Note for
instance that this distribution strongly suggests that a
galaxy like Malin I (Bothun et al. 1987), with SkT

e
i ^ 26

I-mag arcsec~2 and kpc, must be extremely rare.r
e
^ 140

Perhaps even more important than the space density of
galaxies is their luminosity density, which is presumably
indicative of the stellar (and baryonic) mass density. Weigh-
ting each galaxy in Figure 3 with its luminosity results in
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Figure 4, where we have used I-mag to convertM
_

\ 4.14
the I-band magnitudes to luminosities in solar units (Cox
2000, transferring from Johnson to Kron-Cousins I-band
using Bessell 1979). Spiral galaxies with e†ective radii of
order 6 kpc and I-mag arcsec~2 provide most ofSkT

e
^ 20

the spiral galaxy luminosity in the local universe. It should
come as no surprise that we live in a galaxy with these
qualiÐcations. The contribution of LSB spiral galaxies to
the total luminosity density of the universe appears to be
small. We will discuss this issue in more detail in ° 6.

5. A FUNCTIONAL FORM

In this section we will derive a functional form to describe
the bivariate distributions calculated in the previous
section. The parametrization of the bivariate distributions
will be useful to compare distributions derived from di†er-
ently selected samples and to study redshift evolution. The
parametrization can also be used in modeling where both
galaxy luminosity and size are required (e.g., modeling the

cross sections of galaxies for producing quasar absorption
lines).

In the previous sections we used the distributions in the
as these parameters are the most naturally(SkT

e
, r

e
)-plane,

connected to the diameter selection limits. In this section we
will instead use the distribution in the (Fig. 5),(M

I
, r

e
)-plane

as these quantities are the more natural ones in the galaxy
formation model we will to use to Ðnd a suitable functional
form for the bivariate distribution. The two descriptions are
fully equivalent (except for some binning di†erences)
through the equation M

I
\SkT

e
[ 5 log (r

e
) [ 2.5

log (2n).

5.1. Derivation of Functional Form
We will assume that the bivariate distribution can be

written as the product of the distribution in luminosity,
assumed to be a Schechter function, multiplied by a dis-
tribution in scale size at a given luminosity. To motivate a
particular form for the latter, we consider a simpliÐed form

FIG. 5.ÈBivariate space density distribution of Sb-Sdm galaxies as a function of inclination-corrected e†ective radius in di†erent bins of absolute I-band
magnitude as indicated in the top-right corner of each panel. The error bars on the histogram indicate the 95% conÐdence limits due to Poisson statistics and
distance and diameter uncertainties. The upper limits are the 95% conÐdence upper limits derived from nondetections assuming Poisson statistics for face-on
exponential disks of the given parameters. The dashed line shows the Ðtted bivariate distribution function of eq. (7) as described in the text.
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of the Fall & Efstathiou (1980) disk galaxy formation
model, as given by Fall (1983).

In the Fall & Efstathiou (1980) model, the scale size of a
galaxy is determined by its angular momentum, which is
acquired by tidal torques from neighboring objects in the
expanding universe, prior to the collapse of the halo. The
total angular momentum of the system is usually expressed
in terms of the dimensionless spin parameter (Peebles 1969)

j \ J oE o1@2Mtot~5@2 G~1 , (4)

with J the total angular momentum, E the total energy, and
the total mass of the system, all of which are dominatedMtotby the DM halo. N-body simulations (e.g., Barnes & Efsta-

thiou 1987 ; Warren et al. 1992) show that the distribution of
j values of DM halos acquired from tidal torques in hierar-
chical clustering cosmologies can be well be approximated
by a log-normal distribution

P(j)dj \ 1

J2npj
exp

C
[ ln 2 (j/jmed)

2pj2
D dj

j
. (5)

The median and dispersion (in ln j) are found tojmed pjdepend remarkably weakly on the cosmology, halo mass, or
initial spectrum of density Ñuctuations (e.g., Barnes & Efsta-
thiou 1987 ; Warren et al. 1992 ; Cole & Lacey 1996), with
typical values andjmedB 0.04 pj B 0.5È0.6.

With some simplifying assumptions, we can now relate
the halo parameters in deÐnition (4) to the disk radius and
luminosity. (I) We model the halo as a singular isothermal
sphere (density P 1/r2), with circular velocity and totalV

cmass From the virial theorem we then obtain EPMtot.(II) We assume that the galaxy is a perfect exponen-V
c
2Mtot.tial disk, with (baryonic) mass and e†ective radiusM

D
r
e
.

We also assume that the disk circular velocity is equal to
that of the halo (i.e., we ignore the self-gravity of the disk).
The disk angular momentum then scales as J

D
PM

D
r
e
V
c
.

(III) We assume that the speciÐc angular momentum of the
disk is proportional (or equal) to that of the halo J

D
/M

D
P

(IV) We also assume that the ratio of baryonic toJ/Mtot.dark matter is constant, and that the same fraction of the
baryonic mass always ends up in the disk, resulting in disk
mass being proportional to halo mass Combin-M

D
PMtot.ing these results in equation (4), we Ðnd Wej P r

e
V

c
2/M

D
.

now want to express this in terms of the disk luminosity L .
(V) We assume a power-law relation between disk mass and
luminosity : with c expected to be close to 1. TheM

D
P Lc,

power c incorporates the e†ect of variations in dueM
D
/L

stellar population di†erences (de Jong 1996c ; Bell & de
Jong 2000a) and to variations in gas mass fractions
(McGaugh & de Blok 1997), which tend to be functions of
surface brightness and L . (VI) Finally, we use the observed
Tully & Fisher (1977) relation with vD 3 in theL PV

c
v ,

I-passband. These approximations yield j P r
e
L*(2@v)~c+^

As an alternative to step (VI), we could use ther
e
L
I
~1@3.

relation predicted for DM halos, assumingMtotP V
c
3

that they all have the same mean density. This leads to j P
in practice very similar, but relying morer

e
L~c@3 ^ r

e
L
I
~1@3,

on theory than observations. Both cases can be written as
with b ^ [1/3.j P r

e
L
I
b,

As j is expected to have a log-normal behavior, this
means that, at a given luminosity, this simple form of the Fall
& Efstathiou model predicts the distribution of scale sizes to
be log-normal and the median value of to vary with lumi-r

enosity as Combining this result with ther
e
P L~bD L1@3.

Schechter LF, the full bivariate function for space density as
function of luminosity and e†ective radius becomes

d2n
dL dr

e
dL dr

e
\ /

*
A L
L
*

Ba
exp

A
[ L

L
*

B dL
L
*

]
1

J2npj
] exp

G
[ ln 2 [(r

e
/r

e*
)(L /L

*
)b]

2pj2
H dr

e
r
e

. (6)

This can be rewritten in terms of absolute magnitudes (M)
as

/(M, log r
e
) dM d log r

e
\ 0.4 ln (10)

ln (10)

J2npj
] /

*
10~0.4(a`1)(M~M*) exp [[10~0.4(M~M*)] dM

] exp
G
[1

2
Clog (r

e
/r

e*
) [ 0.4b(M [ M

*
)

pj/ ln (10)
D2H

d log r
e
,

(7)

where absolute magnitude corresponds to luminosityM
*L

*
.
The Ðrst line in equation (6) is the Schechter LF and the

second line represents the log-normal scale-size distribution
at a given luminosity. In these equations, a, and (or/

*
, M

*have the usual meanings for a Schechter LF, whileL
*
) r

epgives the median disk size for a galaxy with and bM \M
*
,

the slope of the dependence of the median on L . Ther
equantity which was deÐned in equation (5) as the disper-pj,sion in ln (j), is shown in equations (6) or (7) to equal the

dispersion in at a given luminosity. Note that thisln (r
e
)

function is slightly di†erent from de Jong & Lacey (2000), as
we have taken the factor ln (10) out of the scale-size normal-
ization. This function is identical in shape to the one used
by (1985) to describe the bivariate distribu-Cho¡oniewski
tion function of E and S0 galaxies.

The simple model that we used to derive equation (6) (or
eq. [7]) ignored some important aspects of the physics of
galaxy formation, and furthermore the Schechter LF was
simply assumed based on observations, rather than being
derived from theory (although the form of the Schechter LF
for galaxies was originally inspired by the mass function of
DM halos in hierarchical clustering models derived by
Press & Schechter 1974). Each of the assumptions (I)È(VI)
used to derive equations (6) and (7) carry their own uncer-
tainties. Most notably, if galaxies are built up mainly by
merging of baryonic sublumps rather than by smooth acc-
retion of gas, as found in many numerical simulations (e.g.,
Navarro, Frenk, & White 1995), then the baryons may lose
most of their initial angular momentum. There may not be a
one-to-one correspondence between disk and halo angular
momenta, violating assumption (III), although, a correlation
between the angular momenta is still expected, albeit with
much scatter (e.g., Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). However, in
this case, galaxy disks are also predicted to have much
smaller radii than is observed. Suppression of early cooling
of the gas by feedback from supernovae may be able to
prevent this process of drastic angular momentum loss (e.g.,
Weil, Eke, & Efstathiou 1998 ; Sommer-Larsen, Gelato, &
Vedel 1999) and rescue our general model for disk forma-
tion. The assumption (IV) of a constant ratio of disk to halo
mass when combined with the assumption in (VI) that

predicts a ““ baryonic ÏÏ Tully-Fisher relationMtotP V
c
3
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This may conÑict with observations : McGaughM
D

PV
c
3.

et al. (2000) Ðnd a slope close to 4 rather than 3 (but see Bell
& de Jong 2000b who argue it is less than 3.5). This problem
can be (partly) resolved if the observed rotation velocity V

cis not the same as the DM halo rotation velocity (van den
Bosch 2000, but see Mo & Mao 2000) or if the baryon-to-
DM fraction changes systematically with We return toV

c
.

the simpliÐcations and uncertainties in these kind of models
in ° 6.2, where we consider the predictions from semi-
analytic models of galaxy formation, which include much
more detailed physical treatments of the evolution of both
DM and baryons than we did here, and relax some of the
assumptions. For the moment, our derivation suffices to
motivate the use of equation (7) in Ðtting observational
data.

5.2. Fitting the Data
Before we can Ðt equation (7) to the data, we have to

understand the uncertainties in the data points. As men-
tioned in ° 2, the errors on the data pointsVmax-corrected
tend to be dominated by Poisson statistics. Especially in
bins where we have few galaxies, these errors are highly
asymmetric, and we cannot use a simple s2 minimization
method to Ðt the data. The 95% conÐdence limits that we
plot on the histograms of Figure 5 were calculated taking
into account the distance and diameter uncertainties as
described in ° 2 and the Poisson conÐdence limits (as
described by, e.g., Gehrels 1986).

In addition, the bins with no galaxy detections also carry
information which we can use to Ðt our parameterization to
the data. We can calculate for a galaxy with given structural
parameters the detection volume and set an upper limitVmaxto the number of galaxies with these structural parameters
in that volume. To calculate the upper limit to the number
of galaxies in a bin in the we have to calcu-(M

I
, r

e
)-plane,

late the of a galaxy with parameters We there-Vmax (M
I
, r

e
).

fore have to link to our selection limits and(M
I
, r

e
) DmaxWe determined the average surface brightness of ourDmin.galaxies at their major axis diameters For a face-onDmaj.exponential disk with given and we can now calculateM

I
r
ethe diameter at this surface brightness, and hence the

minimum and maximum visible distances, and so TheVmax.surface brightness at of the galaxies showed a ratherDmajlarge spread, and a small dependence on the e†ective
surface brightness of the galaxies, which was taken into
account when calculating the nondetection A nonde-Vmax.tection in Poisson statistics gives a 95% conÐdence upper
limit of 2.996 galaxies on the true average number of gal-
axies in the corresponding (Gehrels 1986), which areVmaxthe upper limits plotted in Figure 5.

We used maximum likelihood Ðtting to determine the
parameters in the bivariate distribution function. Initial
estimates for the parameters were obtained with a nonlinear
s2 minimization routine based on the Levenberg-

Marquardt method, which were used as a starting point for
the downhill simplex method (Press et al. 1993) used to
implement the maximum likelihood Ðtting. We used only
the Poisson distribution to calculate the likelihood distribu-
tion in each bin, which was minimized in the negative log
(see also Cash 1976) :

log (P) \ ;
i

Nbin
[x [ Nilog (x)] , (8)

x \ max (1, Ni) /modi //obsi , (9)

where we sum i over all bins (also the bins with noNbingalaxies), having Ni galaxies per bin. is the predicted/modi
space density of objects in our model from equation (7), and

is the observed space density in bin i calculated as/obsi
described in ° 4, or, if the bin contains no observed galaxies,
the value of calculated for the upper limit. In general1/Vmaxthe upper limits hardly inÑuence the Ðt, unless the Ðt func-
tion approaches very close to the upper limits. We did not
use the distance uncertainties in the calculation of the prob-
ability distribution, as the errors are dominated in all bins
by Poisson small number statistics. To match the data, we
binned the model function by integration over the same bin
ranges as the data.

We used bootstrap resampling to estimate the errors on
the bivariate distribution function parameters (Press et al.
1993). For each bootstrap sample, the same total number of
galaxies were randomly selected from the original sample
(meaning some galaxies were selected several times, others
not at all), and the whole analysis and parameter Ðtting was
performed again. This bootstrap resampling was performed
50 times. Even though we binned the model function in the
same way as the data, the Ðt parameters depended slightly
on bin sizes. Therefore the whole bootstrap analysis was
performed on four di†erent steps in bin size and fourM

Isteps in bin size, resulting in 800 independent parameterr
emeasurements. The distributions of these points for some of

the parameters are plotted in Figure 6.
Table 2 lists the Ðt results for two cases, one for andM

I
r
edetermined for the full galaxy (including the bulge) and one

for the disk only. The errors in the Schechter LF parameters
are strongly correlated as usual (see Fig. 6), so the 95%
conÐdence limits indicated in Table 2 are strongly corre-
lated for a, and The width of the scale-size/

*
, M

*
r
ep
.

distribution at a given magnitude, as parameterized by ispj,rather uncorrelated with the other parameters and is well
deÐned. The value of for the total galaxies andpj ^ 0.28

for the disks only is rather smaller than thepj^ 0.36 pj \
0.5È0.6 typically found from cosmological N-body simula-
tions. Some possible explanations will be discussed in ° 6.

We Ðnd that our Malmquist edge bias correction does
signiÐcantly change our results. Not correcting for edge bias
increases a by about 0.1, with the other parameters chang-
ing according to the trends of the bootstrap resampled

TABLE 2

BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION PARAMETERS

/
*

M
*

r
ep

Fit (Mpc~3) a (I-mag) kpc pj b

Total Galaxy . . . . . . 0.0014^ 0.0003 [0.93^ 0.10 [22.17^ 0.17 6.09 ^ 0.35 0.28 ^ 0.02 [0.253^0.020
Disk Only . . . . . . . . . 0.0014^ 0.0003 [0.90^ 0.10 [22.38^ 0.16 5.93 ^ 0.28 0.36 ^ 0.03 [0.214^0.025

All errors are 95% conÐdence limits as determined from bootstrap resampling.
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FIG. 6.ÈCorrelations in the bootstrap resampled Ðtted parameters of eq. (7), for the case of total galaxy magnitudes

scatter diagrams of Fig. 6. Therefore, to obtain an accurate
determination of the LF, it is important to have small errors
in the galaxy selection parameters.

The values we Ðnd for the Schechter LF parameters are
very similar to other recent LF determinations of spiral
galaxies. Marzke et al. (1998) Ðnd for example /

*
\ 0.0022,

a \ [1.1 and (converting to our andM
*

\ [22.07 H0using B[I\ 1.7 mag ; de Jong 1996c). Marinoni et al.
(1999) Ðnd for spiral galaxies a D [0.85 and/

*
D 0.0016,

(averaging the Sa-Sb and the Sc-SdM
*

D[22.4
determinations). The fact that these values are so similar
suggest that there is no huge population of Sb-Sdm LSB
galaxies, as our determination does correct for the bias
against LSB galaxies, while this is not the case for the other
studies. We will address this point in more detail in the next
section.

6. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the space density distribution of
spiral galaxies can be described by a Schechter LF in lumi-
nosity combined with a log-normal scale-size distribution at
a given luminosity. We use the goodness-of-Ðt parameter Q
(Press et al. 1993) to determine how well our function is
Ðtting the data. Q indicates the probability that the mea-
sured s2 is exceeding the expected s2 by chance, given the
number of degrees of freedom. Normally a Q[ 0.1 is
accepted as a good Ðt and Q[ 0.001 is acceptable when the
errors are not normally distributed. We Ðnd Q[ 0.1 in 57%
of the bootstrap resampled realizations of the data, and
Q[ 0.001 in more than 95% of the realizations. This is a
remarkably good result considering that (1) we have not
Ðtted to the minimum in s2, instead using our maximum-
likelihood technique to take into account the non-Gaussian
error distribution on the data points, and (2) outliers are
more likely to occur because our errors are not normally
distributed. Indeed, the smallest Q-values occur when we
have a Ðne binning in magnitude and/or scale size, so that

the number of bins with few galaxies increases and the
errors become very asymmetric and non-Gaussian.

We conclude that our parameterization gives an accurate
description of the observed bivariate distribution given the
known uncertainties. This conclusion holds true, indepen-
dently whether one believes in its derivation based on a
particular model for disk formation, and despite the known
simpliÐcations and uncertainties in the derivation. This
does of course not mean that this function is unique in
giving a good description. Especially with better number
statistics a more detailed model may be necessary. Some
hint of this can already be seen in Figures 5 and 10, where
the scale sizes of the galaxies in the brightest magnitude bin
seem to be larger than modeled by the function.

6.1. One-Dimensional Projections
Given our two-dimensional parameterization, we will

now investigate some one-dimensional projections of this
parameterization and determine how these one-
dimensional projections depend on limits placed on one of
the other parameters. Unfortunately, we cannot use the real
data to make these projections. Owing to selection limits,
there are regions in the two-dimensional plane where we
have no data, only upper limits. A one-dimensional integra-
tion would mainly look like a meaningless upper and lower
limits plot. By using the two-dimensional parameterization,
we assume that the same function that Ðts in the observed
region also describes galaxies in the regions where we have
no data. In this section we use the disks only param-
eterization of ° 5.

In Figure 7 we show how limits on the surface brightness
in a sample can inÑuence the determination of the LF. We
integrate the bivariate distribution function down to the
central surface brightness limits indicated in Figure 7, thus
calculating the LF for all galaxies with central surface
brightness brighter than the indicated limits.

For local samples selected from photographic plates, the
number of low surface brightness Sb-Sdm galaxies missing
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FIG. 7.ÈGalaxy disk luminosity functions derived from our disk only
bivariate distribution parameterization. The thin solid lines are LFs
limited to galaxies with disk central surface brightnesses brighter than the
indicated values in I-mag arcsec~2. The thick line at the top is the disk LF
integrated over all surface brightnesses. To indicate how inclusion of gal-
axies of type later than Sdm might inÑuence this diagram (and Figs. 8 and
9) we also show a LF with a \ [1.25, leaving all other parameters in our
bivariate distribution the same (dotted line ; for details see text).

is expected to be quite small. For instance, the ESO-
Uppsala Catalog of Galaxies (Lauberts 1982) has a typical
surface brightness at the selection diameter of about 24.8
I-mag arcsec~2 as determined from this sample, while the
Uppsala Galaxy Catalog (UGC; Nilson 1973) has a selec-
tion surface brightness of about 26 B-mag arcsec~2 (de Jong
& van der Kruit 1994), which corresponds to about 24.3
I-mag arcsec~2 with BÈI^ 1.7 (de Jong 1996c). So
requiring that the central surface brightness of the galaxies
are at least 1 mag brighter than the selection surface bright-
ness in order to be selected (very generous considering that
bulges make detection even easier), the ESO-Uppsala
catalog is expected to be reasonably complete down to a
central surface brightness of I-mag arcsec~2, thek0^ 23.8
UGC down to I-mag arcsec~2. Figure 7 thereforek0^ 23.3
indicates that LFs determined from local samples selected
from POSS-like photographic plates should be reasonably
complete to mag.M

I
^ [14

The situation regarding the surface brightness bias for
galaxy samples of types later than Sdm is less clear. It is well
established that the latest type (i.e., irregular and dwarf )
galaxies have a much steeper faint-end slope of the LF than
the spiral galaxies studied here (Marzke et al. 1998 ; Lin et
al. 1999). Our Schechter LF slope agrees well with slopes of
other pure spiral galaxy samples. For galaxy samples of
later types the slope is much steeper, and as surface bright-
ness and luminosity are correlated in our parametrization,
the number of missing LSB galaxies will increase when one
considers late types.

We can get some feeling for how many galaxies of types
later than Sdm we are missing by comparing the number of
galaxies of types 7È8 in the ESO-Uppsala catalog to the
number of type 9È10 galaxies. For the diameter and inclina-
tion selection criteria we applied to deÐne our sample we
have about twice as many T \ 7È8 galaxies as T \ 9È10
galaxies. When we use the full ESO-Uppsala catalog, the
numbers are about equal. This suggests that type 9È10 gal-
axies are typically smaller and of lower surface brightness

than the type 7È8 galaxies, which are already the smallest
type of galaxies included in our sample (see Fig. 2). We do
not have the photometry to make the full bivariate correc-
tion, but for the galaxies with redshifts, we can make a Vmaxcomparison to estimate relative number densities. Using
NED we obtained redshifts for 90% of the T \ 7È8 and
80% of the T \ 9È10 galaxies with (63% andDmaj[ 1@.65
44%, respectively, for the full sample). For the sample with a

cuto†, we then Ðnd that theDmaj[ 1@.65 Vmax-corrected
number density of T \ 9È10 galaxies is about 17 times as
high as that of the T \ 7È8 galaxies in our sample. For the
full ESO-Uppsala catalog, the volume density of type 9È10
galaxies is about 25 times that of the type 7È8 galaxies.

These relative space densities are rather uncertain due to
redshift incompleteness and due to the generally low red-
shifts of these galaxies, making Hubble Ñow distances rather
uncertain. It does however show that a considerable
number of disk galaxies are not covered by this study, in
particular at the faint end of the LF. It is not inconceivable
that this e†ect will raise the slope of the faint end of the
combined LF of types 3È8 and 9È10 galaxies by a few
tenths. In the remainder of this section we investigate the
e†ect of including type 9È10 galaxies by also showing one-
dimensional projections with faint-end slopes with
a \ [1.25, leaving all other parameters in the bivariate
function the same.

The a \ [1.25 parameterization is rather ad hoc and is
only intended to give an indication of what including dwarf
galaxies might do to the one-dimensional projections. We
have no way of knowing whether these late-type galaxies
follow the same distribution of scale size with luminosity as
earlier-type spiral galaxies do, nor about the exact value for
the faint-end slope of the LF. The a \ [1.25 value for the
faint-end slope is inspired by some recent determinations of
the LF in which late-type galaxies have explicitly been
included (e.g., Marzke et al. 1998 ; Zucca et al. 1997 ; Folkes
et al. 1999). The a \ [1.25 parameterization is almost cer-
tainly too simple according to these studies, as the very late
type galaxies have an LF with a very steep faint-end slope,
but also only become signiÐcant in number density at very
faint luminosities. Therefore in reality the LF may steepen
at very low luminosities, rather than being described by a
single Schechter function, but it is beyond the scope of this
paper to investigate the e†ects of this.

The ““ dwarf-corrected ÏÏ a \ [1.25 LF is shown as a
dotted line in Figure 7. For bivariate distributions with
steeper faint-end slopes the incompleteness because of
surface brightness limits quickly becomes more severe. For
example, for a bivariate distribution function with
a \ [1.25 we start to underestimate the LF by a factor of 2
at mag if our surface brightness cuto† is at 22M

I
\[14

I-mag arcsec~2.
The selection against LSB galaxies can quickly become

signiÐcant at high redshifts owing to the (1] z)4 redshift
dimming. Not using a full bivariate distribution description
in the comparison with local samples can give the false
impression of evolution in the structural parameters of gal-
axies. Surveys for high-redshift galaxies will normally have
much lower surface brightness selection limits, but even for
the Hubble Deep Fields (HDFs), with their very low surface
brightness limits of 29 I-mag arcsec~2, the e†ects of surface
brightness thresholds are predicted to be signiÐcant at high
redshifts, if the galaxy population does not evolve. Consider,
for example, galaxies detected as U-band dropouts at a
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redshift of about 3. These galaxies su†er 6 mag of surface
brightness dimming and about 2 mag of dimming due to the
K-correction for an (unevolving) Sb galaxy. If we require
that the central surface brightness of the galaxy has to be 1
mag above the sky to enable detection, the z\ 3 galaxy has
to have a rest-frame disk central surface brightness of about
19 I-mag arcsec~2 to be detected in the HDFs. Such a
surface brightness cuto† would start to severely a†ect our
determination of the LF, even at as can be seen inM

*
,

Figure 7. Luckily, this approach is probably overly pessi-
mistic, as central bulges may raise the central surface bright-
ness to help detection, and galaxy evolution will make the
galaxies bluer at high redshift and hence reduce the K-
correction. In addition, hierarchical galaxy formation
models predict that the galaxies existing at high redshift
should typically have smaller radii than present-day gal-
axies, which will also tend to increase their surface bright-
nesses. Still, comparisons of structural parameters at
di†erent redshifts will require determinations of bivariate
distribution functions to take into account varying selection
functions.

In Figure 8 we show the distribution of central surface
brightnesses integrated down to the indicated limiting abso-
lute magnitudes. The slope at the faint end of the distribu-
tion is determined by the faint-end slope a of the Schechter
LF and the rate of change of median central surface bright-
ness as function of luminosity as parametrized by b. The
slope in magnitudes becomes d log [/(k0)]/dk0 \[0.4
(a ] 1)/(2b ] 1), which is about [0.07. Late-type galaxies
are expected to have a steeper faint-end slope of their
surface brightness distribution, because they have a steeper
LF. We show an estimate of the possible size of this e†ect by
the dotted line in Figure 8, which shows the same bivariate
function as before, except that a has been changed from
[0.90 to [1.25, i.e., assuming that the late-type dwarfs
missing from our observed sample follow the same distribu-

FIG. 8.ÈDistribution of the disk central surface brightnesses for all
galaxies brighter than the indicated absolute I-mag, derived from the disk
only bivariate distribution function parametrization. The thick line at the
top indicates the surface brightness distribution for all galaxies, assuming
that the LF continues with the same slope to the faintest magnitudes. The
dotted line shows the integrated disk central surface brightness distribu-
tion for all galaxies when we change a in the bivariate distribution function
from [0.90 to [1.25, leaving all other parameters the same, to simulate
what inclusion of galaxies of type later than Sdm might do to this distribu-
tion.

tion of radius or surface brightness as a function of lumi-
nosity as the spiral galaxies for which we have measured the
bivariate distribution function.

Our surface brightness distribution for spirals is some-
what similar to the distribution presented by McGaugh et
al. (1995), even though obtained by a completely di†erent
method. In order to derive their distribution from obser-
vations, they had to assume that surface brightness is inde-
pendent of scale size (or more accurately, that the shape of
the scale-size distribution does not depend on surface
brightness), which is reasonably correct for the range of
surface brightnesses we have investigated (see, e.g., Fig. 3).
Their surface brightness distribution cuts o† at the bright
end more steeply and at a fainter magnitude than ours,
which could be partly due to the di†erent correction for
selection e†ects or to the use of B-band photometry uncor-
rected for dust extinction. Also OÏNeil & Bothun (2000) Ðnd
a slowly declining surface brightness distribution, doing a
correct (though relative, not absolute) correction.VmaxUnfortunately, the authors of both investigations fail to
indicate the exact range in scale size and/or magnitude their
surface brightness distributions apply to and direct com-
parisons are therefore impossible.

The number of LSB galaxies that our bivariate distribu-
tion function predicts is somewhat lower than what has
been found in surveys for LSB galaxies. Dalcanton et al.
(1997a) Ðnd a number density of 0.022^ 0.011 Mpc~3 for
galaxies with V -mag arcsec~2 and23 \k0\ 25 r

e,D [ 0.78
kpc, while our bivariate function predicts about 0.0065
Mpc~3 (using V ÈID 1 mag (de Jong 1996c) and correcting
for the di†erent Sprayberry et al. (1997) Ðnd a numberH0).
density of about 0.07 Mpc~3 for galaxies with 22\ k0\ 25
B-mag arcsec~2, where our function gives about 0.012 gal-
axies per Mpc3 for this surface brightness range. These dis-
crepancies of a factor 4È6 in number density seem rather
large, but if we were to use a bivariate function with
a \ [1.25 to correct for the missing dwarf and irregular
galaxies then our bivariate function would be fully consis-
tent with these LSB surveys.

Tully & Verheijen (1997) have argued that the central
surface brightness distribution of spiral galaxies is bimodal,
in particular when using K-band data. We do not see such
bimodality, independent of whether we use their proposed
bimodal dust extinction correction, whether we use only the
200 most face-on galaxies with the smallest extinction cor-
rections, or whether we use bulge/disk decomposed param-
eters or e†ective total galaxy parameters. In the many ways
in which we have looked at the MFB data set, where we
have tried to minimize the e†ects of extinction and hence
the di†erence between I and K-band, we have never seen
any bimodality in the surface brightness distributions.
Whether the bimodal e†ect is the result of the special Ursa
Major cluster environment that was studied by Tully &
Verheijen (even though a fair fraction of the MFB galaxies
must lie in the outer parts of clusters) or an unlucky case of
small number statistics (Bell & de Blok 2000) remains to be
seen.

The Ðnal one-dimensional projection we are interested in
is the luminosity density of the local universe as a function
of disk central surface brightness as shown in Figure 9. The
thick solid line indicates the luminosity density for our disk
bivariate distribution function, assuming the faint end of the
LF continues for ever with the same slope. Most of the
luminosity density of Sb-Sdm galaxies is provided by gal-
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FIG. 9.ÈDi†erential (solid and short-dashed lines ; left axis) and cumula-
tive (dotted and long-dashed lines ; right axis) luminosity density of disks as
functions of disk central surface brightnesses. The solid and dotted lines
indicate the distributions for the standard bivariate distribution function
for disks (Table 2). The short- and long-dashed lines are for the same
distribution, but with the faint-end slope of the LF changed from
a \ [0.90 to [1.25 to simulate inclusion of galaxies of type later than
Sdm.

axies of I-mag arcsec~2. Changing a fromk0D 19È19.5
[0.90 to [1.25 to incorporate the e†ect of dwarfs and
irregulars changes that to slightly fainter surface bright-
nesses (thick short dashed line). Looking at the cumulative
distribution for Sb-Sdm galaxies (thin dotted line), we see
that 90% of the spiral galaxy luminosity in the local uni-
verse is provided by galaxies with arcsec~2.k0\ 20.5I-mag
The 90% level changes to arcsec~2 whenk0\ 21.2I-mag
we use the a \ [1.25 parametrization. This corresponds
roughly to 22.2 and 22.9 B-mag arcsec~2, respectively, using
B[ ID 1.7 mag for late type galaxies (de Jong 1996c). The
faint-end slope of the combined spiral and dwarf/irregular
LF would need to be signiÐcantly steeper than [1.25 for
LSB galaxies to become signiÐcant contributors to the
luminosity density of the local universe.

An earlier determination of the contribution of LSB gal-
axies to the luminosity density of the local universe was
presented by McGaugh (1996). He estimated that
10%È30% of the local luminosity density came from gal-
axies with central surface brightnesses fainter than 22.75
B-mag arcsec~2 (i.e., D21 I-mag arcsec~2). We Ðnd for the
same cuto† about 4% (about 12% if a \ [1.25), signiÐ-
cantly lower than McGaugh. This di†erence must be mainly
due to the higher surface brightness cuto† we Ðnd in our
surface brightness distribution compared to McGaugh,
because the slopes at the faint end of the distributions are
similar.

6.2. Semianalytic Models
We will now compare our observed bivariate distribution

with theoretical predictions from the semianalytic galaxy
formation models of Cole et al. (2000). These models are
based on the same general scheme of galactic disk forma-
tion as was described in ° 5.1, but include much more
physics in modeling the evolution of both the dark matter
and baryons, and relax some of the simplifying assumptions
made there, such as isothermal halos and constant ratio of
disk to halo mass. Here we simply summarize the main
ingredients of the models, and refer the reader to Cole et al.
(2000) for a full description.

The starting point in the models is the initial spectrum of
density Ñuctuations. The mass function of DM halos at any
redshift is calculated from this using the Press-Schechter
(1974) model. The formation of each halo through merging
of smaller halos is described by a merger tree. Merger trees
are generated using a Monte Carlo method also based on
the Press-Schechter model. The process of galaxy formation
is followed through each halo merger tree. Gas falling into
halos is assumed to be shock-heated, and then to cool out
to the radius where the local radiative cooling time equals
the halo lifetime. The gas that cools collapses to form a
rotationally supported disk. Stars form from gas in the disk,
on a timescale related to the disk dynamical time. Super-
novae are assumed to reheat some of the gas and blow it out
of the galaxy, with an efficiency that is larger in small gal-
axies. Galaxies can merge, on a timescale controlled by
dynamical friction within halos, producing spheroidal gal-
axies from disks. The chemical enrichment history of each
galaxy is calculated, and this is combined with the star
formation history to calculate the luminosity and colors of
each galaxy using a stellar population synthesis model.
Finally, the e†ects of extinction by dust are included.

Thus, in these models, the total baryonic mass of a galaxy
is determined by the combined e†ects of gas cooling from
the halo, gas ejection by supernova feedback, and mergers
with other galaxies. The result is a galaxy luminosity (and
mass) function that has a signiÐcantly di†erent shape from
the Press-Schechter mass function of halos, and is close to
the observed galaxy luminosity function.

The calculation of disk sizes proceeds along similar lines
to those in ° 5.1. Each DM halo is assigned a total spin
parameter randomly drawn from distribution (5). The spe-
ciÐc angular momentum of the gas that cools is assumed to
equal that of the dark matter within the cooling radius, and
gas is assumed to conserve its angular momentum during
the collapse down to a centrifugally supported disk. As
already discussed in ° 5.1, this assumption of angular
momentum conservation is valid in CDM-like cosmologies
only if feedback e†ects are strong enough to prevent most of
the gas condensing into dense lumps early on. This is what
is assumed in the semianalytic models, but most N-body/
gasdynamics simulations Ðnd that the cooling gas loses sub-
stantial angular momentum, through forming dense lumps,
which then lose orbital angular momentum to the DM halo
by dynamical friction before merging together to form gal-
axies. The resulting disks in these simulations are too small
compared to observed galaxies, and this currently consti-
tutes one of the most fundamental problems for galaxy for-
mation models in CDM-like cosmologies (e.g., Navarro &
Steinmetz 2000).

Nonetheless, the semianalytic models improve over the
treatment in ° 5.1 by having a physical calculation of the
galaxy mass and luminosity, by using Navarro, Frenk, &
White (1997) density proÐles for the DM halos (which
according to N-body simulations is more appropriate in
CDM-like universes than isothermal spheres) and by
including the self-gravity of the galaxy and the contraction
of the halo in response to the gravitational pull of the
galaxy. Thus, the disk radius is found by solving for the
self-consistent dynamical equilibrium of the disk, spheroid,
and DM halo.

In Figure 10 we compare our bivariate luminosityÈscale
size distribution with the ““ reference model ÏÏ of Cole et al.
(2000), which is based on a CDM cosmology with )0\ 0.3
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FIG. 10.ÈBivariate space density distribution of Sb-Sdm galaxies as a function of e†ective disk radius in di†erent bins of total absolute I-band magnitude
as indicated in the top-right corner of each panel. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 5. The solid histogram and upper limits are for the observed distribution,
and the dashed line is the analytic Ðt of equation (7). The dotted histogram is the prediction of the semianalytic galaxy formation model as described in the
text.

and The model assumed based on"0\ 0.7. pj \ 0.53,
N-body simulations. For the model we only plot galaxies
with bulge-to-total-light-ratio less than 0.33, equivalent to
Hubble types later than Sab. This includes Hubble types
later than Sd, which are not present in our observed sample.
The model therefore overpredicts the number of galaxies,
especially at faint luminosities, as late-type galaxies have a
steeper faint end of the LF as detailed in ° 6.1. The models
do not provide any detailed morphological information,
only bulge-to-disk ratios, so we have no means to remove
the very late-type galaxy contribution from the models.

At a given luminosity, the model predicts a scale-size
distribution that is somewhat broader than observed, espe-
cially at lower luminosities. This is the same discrepancy as
we found in ° 5, where the scale-size distribution for disks in
the simple-minded parameterization corresponded to pj\
0.36. In fact, if the value of used in the semianalyticpjmodel is reduced from 0.53 to 0.35, it also gives a scale-size
distribution with a very similar width to the observed one.
However, a value of this low does not seem compatiblepjwith the results of N-body simulations of CDM-like uni-
verses.
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6.3. T he W idth of the Disk Size Distribution :
a ConÑict with T heory?

We have seen that both the simple disk formation model
described in ° 5.1 and the more sophisticated semianalytic
models described above result in a similar discrepancy with
observations : the width of the disk scale-size distribution at
a Ðxed luminosity, is predicted to be about 1.5 timesp(ln r

e
),

larger than is observed, if we use the value of frompjN-body simulations, or, equivalently, that we need to
assume a value of about 0.7 times smaller than thatpjmeasured in the simulations in order to Ðt the observed
scale-size distribution. How might we explain the narrow-
ness of the scale-size distribution within the picture of hier-
archical galaxy formation in a CDM-like universe?

The possibility that the true dispersion in halo spin pa-
rameters is smaller than the value that we havepj B 0.5È0.6
assumed seems quite unlikely in a standard CDM-like uni-
verse. In N-body simulations, the distribution of halo spin
parameters is found to be remarkably similar in di†erent
cosmologies, in di†erent density environments, and for a
large range of halo masses (e.g., Cole & Lacey 1996 ;
Lemson & Kau†mann 1999). Even for self-interacting
CDM (Spergel & Steinhardt 1999), this result would prob-
ably not change much, as a halo acquires most of its
angular momentum around turnaround, when there is no
signiÐcant di†erence in the behavior of collisional and colli-
sionless DM.

The speciÐc angular momentum of the baryons that cool
and collapse to form the disk may be di†erent from that of
the dark halo as a whole, but as long as the ratio of these
two does not depend on the halo spin parameter, the frac-
tional width of the size distribution is una†ected. For
instance, in the semianalytic models of Cole et al. (2000), the
speciÐc angular momentum of the gas that cools is equal to
that of the DM within the gas cooling radius, and so is less
than that of the halo as a whole, but scales with it, since the
cooling radius does not depend on the halo angular
momentum. Even in a more complex model for the cooling
of halo gas, which relaxes the assumptions of a smooth
spherical gas distribution, there is no obvious reason why
the relative width of the distribution of angular momentum
of the gas that cools should be any di†erent from that of the
halos, since the rotation within the halo is dynamically
unimportant and should not a†ect which gas cools and
collapses. As already mentioned in ° 6.2, N-body/gas-
dynamics simulations typically Ðnd that the gas loses
angular momentum during merging and collapse. This
creates a di†erence between the disk and halo angular
momentum, but they are still correlated, albeit with sub-
stantial scatter (Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). This scatter
will broaden the predicted scale-size distribution, making
the problem even worse.

Therefore, to reduce the width of the scale-size distribu-
tion, it seems necessary to consider processes operating
within galaxy disks after they form. What is needed are
processes that remove galaxy disks from either the low or
high angular momentum tails of the distribution. One such
process for removing low angular momentum disks was
already proposed by several authors (de Jong 1995 ; Dalcan-
ton et al. 1997b ; Mo, Mao, & White 1998 ; McGaugh & de
Blok 1998). They noted that for a given disk mass, the low
angular momentum disks will be more strongly self-
gravitating, and so more likely to undergo bar instabilities,

and suggested that disks undergoing such instabilities
would turn into spheroids, thus removing disks of small
sizes from the distribution. This would result in a substan-
tial population of spheroidal systems at all masses that were
not created by merging. An interesting test of this idea is
whether it predicts the correct luminosity and angular
momentum distributions for spheroids. Low-luminosity
elliptical galaxies are observed to have signiÐcant rotation
velocities, perhaps to the extent that they cannot be
explained by formation in major mergers (e.g., Rix, Carollo,
& Freeman 1999).

It is possible that the e†ects of star formation and/or
feedback from supernovae may suppress the number of
large scale-size disks at a given luminosity. There is obser-
vational evidence that the timescale for star formation is
shorter where the surface density of gas and stars is larger
(e.g., Schmidt 1959 ; Kennicutt 1989, 1998 ; Dopita & Ryder
1994). This naturally gives rise to inside-out disk formation,
as observations suggest for most disk galaxies (Bell & de
Jong 2000a). In addition, it may be easier for supernova
feedback to eject gas from the disk where the surface density
is lower, or from larger disk radii where the escape velocity
is lower. Both of these processes, star formation and feed-
back, could therefore have the e†ect of reducing the total
luminosity of larger scale-size disks, for a given initial disk
mass, which might make the size distribution narrower at a
given luminosity. These processes could also result in disks
where the scale size of the stars is less than that of the gas
which originally fell in. If this e†ect is stronger in the larger
scale size, lower surface density disks, this would also
narrow the size distribution. The semianalytic models that
we considered do not calculate the radial dependence of star
formation within a disk, but simply assume that the scale-
size of the stars and the gas are the same. The models also
do not include any explicit dependence of star formation or
feedback on surface density.

One Ðnal solution might be that the observational sample
is biased and that we su†er from morphological selection
e†ects in our comparison with the models. It could be that
the largest and/or smallest scale-size galaxies at each lumi-
nosity have preferentially been classiÐed as type later than
Sdm. However, it is rather hard to conceive how this could
happen, as in many studies it has been found that morphol-
ogical type mainly correlates with luminosity and surface
brightness but is rather independent of scale-size (e.g., de
Jong 1996b). The real test of this possibility awaits the
proper determination of the bivariate distribution of these
very late type galaxies.

In conclusion, we see that allowance for disk instabilities
converting disks into spheroids, more detailed physical cal-
culations of star formation and feedback in disks and/or
morphological selection e†ects, may well be able to explain
the observed width of the disk size distribution within the
standard framework of hierarchical galaxy formation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived the bivariate space density distributions
of Sb-Sdm galaxies in luminosity, scale size, and surface
brightness from observational data by using a tech-Vmaxnique to correct for selection biases. A bivariate function
described by equation (7) was Ðtted to the observed dis-
tribution using a maximum likelihood technique, and was
found to Ðt the data well. The main conclusions of this
paper are as follows :
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1. The bivariate space density distribution of spiral gal-
axies in the is well described by a Schechter(M

I
, r

e
)-plane

function in the luminosity dimension and a log-normal
scale-size distribution at a given luminosity. The median
disk size scales with luminosity as DL 0.2 È L0.3.

2. This parameterization of the bivariate distribution
was motivated by a simple model for galaxy formation
through hierarchical clustering, where galaxies form in DM
halos, which acquire their angular momenta from tidal
torques. The galaxy luminosity distribution is related to the
distribution of halo masses, while the disk scale-size dis-
tribution is related to the distribution of halo angular
momenta. However, although this model predicts the
correct shape for the disk size distribution, the fractional
width of this distribution is smaller than expected. The
detailed semianalytic galaxy formation models of Cole et al.
(2000) show a similar shortcoming. To make these models
consistent with the observations would require that either
the intrinsic angular momentum distribution of halos is
narrower than measured from N-body simulations, or addi-
tional physics not included in the semianalytic models is
needed to describe the formation of disks in DM halos.

3. The determination of the local LF of spiral galaxies is
not strongly e†ected by the bias against low surface bright-
ness (LSB) galaxies, even when selecting galaxies from pho-
tographic plates. This may not be true for the deepest
high-redshift observations available at the moment (the
Hubble Deep Fields), where (1] z)4 surface brightness
dimming does cause a signiÐcant selection bias against LSB
galaxies at high redshifts.

4. The distribution of central surface brightnesses of
spiral galaxy disks integrated over all luminosities has a
faint-end slope similar to the faint-end slope of the LF. This

means that the number of spiral galaxies per mag arcsec~2
in a volume stays nearly constant when going to fainter
surface brightnesses, to the limit where we have been able to
detect galaxies (about 4 mag below the canonical Freeman
(1970) value of 21.65 B-mag arcsec~2).

5. The luminosity density of disk galaxies in the local
universe is dominated by fairly high surface brightness gal-
axies. The contribution of LSB galaxies to the local lumi-
nosity density is small, unless the galaxy LF turns up
dramatically at the faint end due to dwarf and irregular
galaxies.
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